INTRODUCTION
Small arms are frequently employed In an unaimed fire rolfe.
That is, they are fired into a target area, but not at a particular target element within that area.
It is therefore of interest to' devise mathematical techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of small arms weapons when employed In this manner. Two measures of effectiveness will be considered In this report, and mathematical formulae will be generated allowing computations of each of these measures to be made. The concept of the lethal area of a round of small arms ammunition was introduced in BRL Memorandum Report 998, "The lethal Areas of Smll Arms", by Theodore E. Sterne. The discussion there suggested the first effectiveness measure to be discussed, a lethal area model applicable to a small arms round. The second model to be devised is one which allows for the computation of the probability of Incapacitating a target element (usually a soldier) when a round is fired into the target area.
ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
For both models it will "be assumed that the target consists of soldiers uniformly but randomly distributed throughout the target area with density 5 men per unit area. The target is of depth D measured parallel to the line of fire, and is of sufficient width that a round cannot miss the target to the side. The soldiers are assumed to be in such a posture and on such a terrain that each presents area A to a bullet falling into the target area with angle of fall 9.
In this posture the height of each soldier is H. Thus the target can be thought of as a volume having depth D, height H, and essentially infinite width. While the round is not aimed at any individual soldier, it is aimed at some point in relation to the entire target volume. The desired lethal area, A L , will be the average value of the product of the probability that a soldier becomes a casualty when hit (P ), an d the endangered area, the average being taton over the distribution of y. It is assumed that P i s a constant throughout the target volume. Actually, P H variesTlightly as the projectile passes through the target due Velocity fall off. This change in P H K is Sm&11 ' however, for target sizes of interest, and can be ignored without introducing significant error. Thus In deriving the model for computing the probability of incapacitating a soldier under the assui^d conditions, the following reasoning was followed: The probability of hitting a soldier given a particular y and hence a particular "endangered area" is simply the probability that at least one soldier is found within that "endangered area." (Here it is assumed that if the bullet hits a soldier, it completely spends itself and cannot pass through that soldier and hit a second behind him.) According to Poisson probability theory, the probability of exactly i soldiers being in the "endangered area" is h .i^Mdl , where E(y) is the expected number of soldiers in that area. Then the probability of at least one soldier being there is
Of course, E(y) is simply the product of the "endangered area" and the density of troops within the target area. Thus
Since 1-e ^J is the probability of hitting a soldier as a function of y, the probability of incapacitating a soldier as a function of y is
where P is, as Before, the probability that a soldier will be incapacitated if he is hit. The desired result is then the average value of P K (y) taken over the distribution of y. Thus V, the desired result, is given by It has been shown that the probability of incapacitation is given by If eo, these formulae cannot be used, since cot Q = °°^making M=«> . However, following the same logical development, but restricting 9 to be zero, it can be shown that
In determining the probability of incapacitating a solider, if 9 =0, it can be shown that 
